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The Camp Bucca Newsletter is
published in the interest of all Servicemembers, families and civilian employees of the Camp Bucca, Iraq community.
It is an unofficial publication authorized
under the provisions of AR 25-30. It is
written, edited and published by Bucca’s
Public Affairs Office. Print run: As
needed by command. Editorial views
and opinions expressed in the publication
are not necessarily those of the Department of Defense, Department of the
Army or the Headquarters of the 300th
MP BDE. All contributions should be
addressed to the Public Affairs Office.
The editor reserves the right to edit submitted copy for clarity and propriety. All
materials may be reprinted provided
appropriate credit is given to the author
or contributor.

M E S S A G E F R O M C H I E F O F S TA F F
Spartans,
You all know that Maj. Gen. Stone,
Task Force 134 commander, has picked us to
assume a new mission: Task Force MP North.
We will soon be moving up to Victory Base
Complex to take charge of detention operations at Remembrance II, Compound 5, Taji
Theater Internment Facility/Reconciliation
Center (TIFRC), Ramadi TIFRC and Ashraf.

Lt. Col. Rod Faulk
Chief of Staff

We will be replacing our sister brigade, the 177th MP BDE commanded by Brig.
Gen. Michael Nevin, as they return to their
home station in Michigan.

Public Affairs Officer
CPT Corey Schultz

This is going to be a challenging and
rewarding mission for the 300th MP Brigade.
The “velocity” of operations will increase,
since though Camp Cropper has a smaller
population, MP North handles all intakes and
releases of detainees in theater and is as involved with policy-making.

cornelia.schultz@iraq.centcom.mil

Public Affairs NCOIC
SSG Carlos D. Vinson
carlos.vinson@iraq.centcom.mil

We will not only be responsible for the
care, custody and engagement of the detainees in Baghdad but also at two new
TIFRCs scheduled to open north and west of
us, in Taji and Ramadi, both of which we will
have to build.

Public Affairs Journalist
SPC Brandon Hubbard
Brandon.hubbard@iraq.centcom.mil

Questions, comments, suggestions or submissions, please
send to Staff Sgt. Carlos D.
Vinson at DSN: 318-853-1369,
or carlos.vinson@iraq.centcom.mil

Cover Photo
Al Faw Palace on Victory Base
Complex Baghdad. Named
after a battle in the Iran-Iraq
War, Saddam’s former home is
now the headquarters of MultiNational Corps of Iraq (MNCI).

This expanding mission requires a Brigade seasoned in detainee operations, with
experience on the ground in theater, with soldiers who have already proven
themselves. So when the Army wants something done right in detainee operations –the Army looks for soldiers wearing a key patch.
Lt. Col. Rod Faulk, Chief of Staff

I have nothing but the greatest confidence that the soldiers of the
300th Military Police Brigade will conquer the new mission with the dedication
and professionalism you have demonstrated in every mission the Brigade has
yet undertaken.
Outside the mission, expect that life will be a little better once we get
through the move. Victory Base Complex in Baghdad is much different from
Camp Bucca, and as a bigger FOB, it offers more amenities. I think you will
find that the effort of packing up and moving will be well-rewarded by the
quality of life. For instance, all soldiers will be two to a “pod,” there are more
gyms, more MWR and other recreation opportunities, bigger DFACs, etc.
Thank you for your persistence, drive and dedication. It is YOU who are
the reason we have been chosen for this exciting new mission and YOU who
will make it a success. I need you to give “MAXIMUM EFFORT,” maintaining an
unwavering commitment to the mission, to make it happen!
Lt. Col. Rod Faulk
“Stand and Deliver!”
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Note from the Company Commander
Please share this with your families...
Hello from sunny, scenic Southern Iraq! I trust everyone is getting along as
well as can be expected during the ongoing deployment. Please never hesitate to contact the Family Readiness Group if you need anything at all.
Life here is going well, despite rising temps! I’m sure summer warmth is just
one more thing you’re wishing comes to you soon, next to your soldier! Some soldiers
and families have already begun their brief but well deserved R&R leave time. We are
all looking forward to our individual times to come home.
Capt. Matt Saul
HHC Commander
I’d like to take the opportunity to explain some changes affecting everyone in
the unit. The Brigade has been “remissioned” (i.e., we as a whole have been assigned a
new job) and soon will be relocated to Baghdad. Our higher headquarters, Task Force 134, is moving us
because as the Brigade with the most experience in detention operations in Iraq, our skilled and talented
soldiers are needed for operations all across Iraq.
Obviously, for security reasons, we cannot share the exact date of the move with you —but we
will let you know when we are “safe on deck.” Please do not ask your soldier to provide this info as giving out these details could potentially cause harm to come to us.
Our new home will be Camp Liberty, part of the largest base in Iraq (Victory Base Complex). The
new location has many amenities compared to Camp Bucca that I hope will be a morale boost for your
soldiers.
R&R dates. All soldiers are still scheduled to have their two weeks R&R, though a few people
had to shift dates.
Mail. Families should cease sending mail by 20 March 2008, until our move is complete. Although we’ll leave a forwarding address, I do not want to see anyone’s mail go astray, so the best solution
is to wait to hear that your soldier is settled in Baghdad before resuming the flow of cards, letters and
packages. The new address will be provided by your soldier after our arrival.
Return to the states. No changes from the original date.
Some of you will note that the news highlights a lot of violence in Baghdad. This is true; Baghdad
is a dangerous city. However, your soldiers will be working and living in a walled fortress city outside
that city. Most of the 300th MP Brigade will rarely go outside the walls of Victory Base Complex. So
while the city of Baghdad, as you know from the news, is not without perils, your soldier is relatively safe
and secure.
Most importantly —thank YOU. Thank you for your support and all you do back home in our absence to ensure we can focus on our mission. Our success here is directly related to your support of each
other, and your support of your soldier. Please keep in touch with us, and with your Family Readiness
Group.
Thank you!!
CPT Matt Saul
HHC Commander
300th Military Police Brigade
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Notes on the new mission...
When 300th MP BDE relieves 177th MP BDE at Camp Cropper, we will be taking on a similar though expanded mission to what we do here at Camp Bucca.

WHAT STAYS THE SAME?
Our overarching strategy:
--provide for the care and custody of detainees with dignity and respect.
--empower the “moderate” detainees (those not deeply, ideologically committed to violence) by
providing them with the tools to lead a productive life after their release.
--ensure that only detainees who are ready for peaceful reconciliation are released.
th
300 MP Brigade will continue to provide family visitation programs, vocational and educational training,
ICO training and operations.

WHAT WILL CHANGE?
LEGAL
Camp Cropper Theater Internment Facility is responsible for in processing all detainees. Once the
detaining unit determines the individual to be a threat, he is sent to Camp Cropper, where a Magistrate Cell
reviews him to ensure the standard for detention has been met. The Mag Cell comprises Coalition forces
attorneys and paralegals and conducts a thorough, independent review of the facts and circumstances of
capture. If the Mag cell determines the detainee is in fact an imperative threat to the security of Iraq, he is
transferred either to the Central Criminal Court of Iraq (CCCI) if there is enough evidence for criminal
prosecution, or to the Combined Review and Release Board (CRRB). If CRRB determines to detain the
individual, the detainee will go through a MNFRC board every six months.
JUVENILES/FEMALES
Juvenile detainees require specific educational and counseling, including a comprehensive student curriculum developed by Bilingual Bicultural Advisors approved by Iraq’s Ministry of Education, taught by Iraqi
teachers 13 week semester. The program includes four classes a day including science, math, Arabic, history, geography, civics, English, sports and art.
Though the population of females is small, they require specific counseling on reintegration to society due
to the cultural perception of females who have been imprisoned.
TRANSITION IN
Assessments Center: religious assessment to determine ideology (extremist or moderate), education and
training assessment (highest level of formal education, any specialized training, future educational goals),
employment and work history, motivation and morale survey conducted by Iraqi social workers, teachers
and clerics.
TRANSITION OUT
Final assessment of detainees prior to release back into Iraqi society, including four classes that Sunni and
Shia attend together (civics, public health, reintegrating with family and reintegrating with society).
Lion’s Dawn: a program to celebrate the release of a group of detainees, along with their families. Public
and attended by Iraqi VIPs and media.
Release is approved by Maj. Gen. Stone, detainee attends transition out courses, then a release ceremony
(see related article on pg. 5)

TAJI/RAMADI
300th MP BDE will be responsible for bringing online two new, regional TIFRCs north and west of Baghdad.
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Detention Ops News
Coalition signs agreement providing education to detainees
A memorandum of understanding was signed by the Iraqi Ministry of Education and Coalition
forces to enable security detainees to
receive an “Iraqi certified” basic education as part of a comprehensive
education program within Coalition
theater internment facilities.
The memorandum was
signed immediately following a release of nearly 300 detainees at a
ceremony on Camp Victory Feb. 12.
Dr. Nohad al-Jibouri, Iraqi minister
of education, and Maj. Gen. Douglas
M. Stone, commander of Task Force
134 Detention Operations, signed the
support agreement following numerous discussions on the Iraqi government’s expanding role in educational
programs for detainees in Coalition
custody.
Coalition forces have developed education programs in line with

Iraqi Ministry of Education standards
to help prepare detainees for release
and reintegration into Iraqi society.
The Government of Iraq will now
provide teachers, principles and various other curriculum-driven support
to the initiative.
“We are honored to sign an agreement memorandum helping detainees
receive continued education while
they are here,” said al-Jibouri.
“Today we witnessed a release of
detainees, some of them students in
this school. We will help this school
to become bigger and better, and we
express our thanks to everyone who
contributed in this effort.”
The aim of the educational
programs is to provide detainees in
Coalition custody with a basic core
curriculum of Arabic, civics, history,
science, geography and math in order
to make them successful citizens bet-

ter able to resist extremist influences.
Upon release from the Theater Internment Facility Reintegration
Center, those detainees who successfully complete the program will be
awarded a certificate of completion
by the Ministry of Education for each
grade assessed. Those certified individuals may continue their education
to higher accreditation levels by attending classes offered by the MoE
after their release.
The MoE will also assume
responsibility for the program when
detention operations transition to the
Government of Iraq.
Task Force 134 is dedicated
to providing the highest standards of
detention care and custody, while
supporting the efforts of the Government of Iraq in maintaining stability
and security in the region.

Deputy Minister of Education attends detainee release ceremony
BAGHDAD, Iraq —The Iraqi Deputy Minister of
Education Dr. Nohad al-Jibouri and parliament member
Sheikh Hassan Dokan al-Janabi officiated a release ceremony for roughly 300 detainees at Camp Victory today
with a message of national reconciliation and rejuvenation.
“Congratulations on your release, knowing how
eager you are to be joined with your loved ones,” said
Sheikh al-Janabi. “You are the ‘Lions of Iraq!’”
Release ceremonies are held once a month as a
continuation of ongoing efforts by the Government of
Iraq and Coalition forces. Individuals are released when
they are deemed to no longer be an imperative threat to
Iraqi and Coalition forces and the security of Iraq.
All detainee releases are conducted through a
review board where each detainee has the opportunity to
address his case personally. Prior to release, detainees
also make a pledge to an Iraqi judge swearing to maintain
peace and good conduct in the future.

“Your country opens its arms to you and is giving you a second chance to begin a new life – to be the
pillars of Iraq’s future,” said Dr. al-Jibouri.
While in the theater internment facility, detainees
had the opportunity to participate in basic education
courses, religious discussions, vocational training, workfor-pay programs and family advocacy programs allowing for hour-long family visitations approximately every
three weeks.
About half of the detainees will be released today, while the remaining half will be released within the
next several days.
There are about 24,000 detainees in the care and
custody of Coalition forces at two locations – Camp
Cropper in western Baghdad and Camp Bucca in southern Iraq.
Since the beginning of 2008, a total of 1,617 detainees have been released. In 2007, 8,952 detainees were
released.
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Detainee Engagement makes a difference
Story and photo by Army Spc. Michael V. May

Smith, 535th Military Police Battalion, is a Reservist
military policeman
and a civilian police officer from
Nashville, Tenn.
He works as the
noncommissioned
officer in charge of
Compound Two,
known inside the
Staff Sgt. Gregory Smith, 535th MP Battalion, watches detainees below
TIF
as the most
play a game of volleyball in the recreation yard from a catwalk at Camp
Cropper, a Coalition Theater Internment Facility in western Baghdad, Feb. compliant com19. Coalition forces are dedicated to providing the highest care and cuspound. Much of his
tody while supporting the efforts of the United Nations Security Council
and the government of Iraq to maintain stability and security in the region. day is spent walking the compound’s four zones, overseeing his
BAGHDAD — Shouts
drift through the air and over the guards and meeting with the derazor-wire fences at Camp Crop- tainee zone chiefs, he said.
per, a Coalition forces theater in“I like to describe my job
ternment facility, or TIF, in west- in the TIF as putting out small
ern Baghdad.
fires before they turn into big
Detainees form a crowd inside the ones,” said Smith.
compound as the loud cheers and
Each zone chief is chosen
even louder jeers intensify. Guards by the detainees within each zone,
on the catwalks above watch
usually based on a combination of
closely as the mob’s shouting
education, English speaking skills,
reaches its peak. It’s over sudstatus on the outside and, most
denly, and the participants trickle importantly, their ability to affect
away in ones and twos, replaying change within the zone, Smith
the highlights of the afternoon’s
said. Since many parts of the devolleyball game and already plan- tainees’ lives inside the zones are
ning for the next.
self-sufficient, like the distribution
and handling of meals for cultural
Allowing detainees freereasons, the chiefs request changes
dom - even fun – inside a detention facility may seem odd, but it in food, clothing, hygiene items
is part of a strategic counterinsur- and zone assignments through the
gency tactic to engage detainees
guards and, ultimately, Smith.
and separate violent individuals
Detainees are provided
from the rest of the population.
with two uniforms, a coat, underThe goal is to create a safe and
wear, undershirts, socks, towels, a
positive environment for success- toothbrush, a blanket and a sleepful detainee reintegration into
ing mat upon initial in-processing.
Iraqi society.
But naturally, those items eventuArmy Staff Sgt. Gregory
ally wear out.

“The biggest thing they
request is supplemental clothing
items, like underwear, socks and
toothpaste,” which Smith said the
guards pass on to the zones immediately.
It’s the extra recreational
items that are sometimes hard to
keep them supplied with, according to Smith. “Ping-pong balls,
soccer balls, volleyballs—they use
them so much that the guards
sometimes end up buying them or
having them sent from home,” he
said. “It means a lot to the detainees.”
The chiefs also approach
the guard force if they have a
medical need or emergency within
the zone. Detainees have access to
the same medical care available to
U.S. service members at Camp
Cropper.
“Their medical care really
stands out to me. They have sick
call every third day, where medics
come into the compound to check
on them. But if they are sick or
have a need for immediate attention, we have a hospital with medics, doctors and dentists on
standby around the clock,” said
Smith. “The majority of these
guys could not get this kind of
medical care anywhere on the outside. They even have a nutritionist.”
In essence, the guard force
and the detainee population rely
on each other to make the detention
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process work, a process which
Smith said works well.
Constant communication
with the chiefs is beneficial for the
guard force as well, Smith added.
He said he can recall many occasions where a zone chief helped
identify an extremist detainee in
his zone, who was attempting to
incite other detainees to violence
or misbehavior.
A sign written in Arabic,
made by the B Zone chief, hangs
above the entrance to his zone, the
most moderate and well-behaved
of the zones, Smith said it serves
as a warning to terrorists and extremists who may want to cause
trouble inside. It reads, “The Iraqi
Reconciliation is Stronger than the
Terrorist Weapon.”
“The moderate detainees
want the extremists out of their
compound,” said Smith. “Moving
the extremists away from the general population changed everything.”
Just a few months ago, the
situation inside Compound Two
was completely different from
what it is today, Smith said. Extremists in the compound were
threatening other detainees in order to cause them to riot or not
comply with the guard force. It
was an explosive atmosphere
characterized by constant noncompliance.
Smith arrived in the compound toward the end of August
2007, just when a new process for
engaging the detainees was being
implemented under Marine Maj.
Gen. Doug Stone, deputy commanding general for Coalition detention operations in Iraq. The
system emphasizes identifying and
isolating the extremists from the
compounds, while providing the

detainees with basic education
courses, work-for-pay programs
and moderate Islamic religious
discussions led by trained Iraqi
imams.
Stone said the goal is to
address the reasons for detention,
and help the detainees empower
themselves for success in society,
once it’s determined they are no
longer a threat to Coalition forces
and the security of Iraq.
With the creation of the
Multi-National Force Review
Committee (MNFRC) board,
every detainee is able to speak to a
panel regarding their detention
once every six months, resulting
in the board’s recommendation to
continue to hold or to release the
detainee based on many factors,
including their behavior while detained, said Lt. Cmdr. K.C. Marshall, spokesman for Coalition detention operations in Iraq.
Smith said the change in
the compound was noticeable immediately. “We went from the use
of non-lethal force almost every
day to hardly any. Now we’ve just
had a handful of incidents here
since October, and they’re usually
small.”
A big reason for the turnaround was that the detainees figured out that good behavior and
compliance with the guard force
looks better on their record in the
MNFRC board, Smith said. The
detainees now have reason to
comply with the guard force, and
they want the troublemakers out of
the compound.
“This works because there
may be some bad detainees, but in
a compound where everyone else
follows the rules, the bad ones
really stand out. As a result, [those
who maintain good behavior] get

some extra privileges. For us, it’s
a win-win situation,” Smith said.
The detainees of Compound Two have been compliant
with the guard force since October
2007, when the Sunni and Shiite
zone chiefs reconciled and began
working together to make their
time in detention as positive as
possible, said Smith. The chiefs
meet with each other and Lt. Col.
McMullen, the Camp Cropper TIF
commander, once a week to discuss detainee issues inside the
compound.
Smith said he feels lucky
to have been a part of the transformation in Compound Two. He
knows guard work is not as flashy
as patrolling the streets of Iraq for
insurgents, but he considers his
guards’ mission at Camp Cropper
just as important in winning the
war on terror.
“As a police officer you
might touch someone’s life a
handful of times to make a difference. It’s the same principal here.
You might not completely change
his life, but we are planting a
seed,” Smith said. “The effect we
have on them in the next year is
nothing. It’s the long term effect
we have on them that will either
help us or haunt us. The only
question I ask myself is: ‘If I was
on the other side of the wire, how
would I want to be treated?’”
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“Land of the Big PX” not just a catchy name for Camp Liberty
The moment it was announced that the 300th Military Police Brigade was headed for Baghdad, Soldiers began referring to the remissioning to Camp Cropper as being sent to “the land of the Big PX (post
exchange).”
Here are the stats that give the area its legendary FOB status:
Camp Liberty is home to the largest PX in the Victory base complex and is commonly referred to
as the Camp Liberty Mall.
Much like a small Wal-Mart, the main store is surrounded by fast food chains, such as Burger King,
Popeye’s Chicken, Cinnabon and Taco Bell. In addition, the mall area has more than 70 Iraqi national vendors, which do business in a bazaar-style market across from the PX.
In addition, there are two dining facilities at Camp Liberty (to say nothing of nearby eateries at
Camp Victory, Camp Slayer and Camp Stryker).
A Soldier can work off all those meals at two different gyms, both open 24 hours a day, seven days
a week.
For recreation, two MWRs also never shut their doors, providing Soldiers with nightly activities,
board games, movies, video games and books.
At the end of the day, a Soldier can drop off laundry at any of the four facilities around Camp Liberty and say goodnight to loved ones at one of the three AT&T phone centers, while reminiscing about the
good ol’ days back at Camp Bucca.

Operating and Worship Hours
Dining

Post Office

Coalition Cafe
Breakfast 5:30 - 8:30 a.m.

MNC-I STB Mailroom

Lunch 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

9 a.m. - noon

Dinner 5 - 8 p.m.

5 - 7 p.m.
Al Faw Palace Post Office

Sports Oasis

Wednesday and Sunday

Breakfast 5:30 - 8:30 a.m.

1-6 p.m.

Dinner 5 - 9 p.m.

3 p.m............................. Church of Christ

1 - 4:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m....................... Latter Day Saints

Saturday & Sunday 9 a.m. - noon

Legal

Midnight Dining 11 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Lunch 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Monday - Friday 7:30 a.m. - noon;

(1st & 3rd Sundays)

Legal Assistance/Claims

Monday-Friday

Saturday-Monday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

11:30 p.m................................ Daily Mass
Friday

Chapel

6:30 p.m...........................Jewish Service

Victory Chapel (Bldg. 31)

Medical

Sunday

Golby Troop Medical Clinic

7 a.m......................Collective Protestant

Sick Call

8:45 a.m.................Collective Protestant

Monday - Friday 7:30 a.m. - noon

10 a.m.....................Catholic Confession

Education Center

Saturday & Sunday 9 a.m. - noon

10:30 a.m...........................Catholic Mass

8 a.m.-midnight

Dental Sick Call

noon............................Gospel Protestant

Camp Liberty Post Exchange

Monday - Friday 7:30 - 10:30 a.m.

2 p.m............................ Latter Day Saints

8 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Saturday 9 - 10:30 a.m.

4 p.m........................ Episcopal/Lutheran

Education

7 p.m..................... Knights of Columbus

AFN Radio
Baghdad..... 107.3

6:30 p.m........ Contemporary Protestant
Mental Health Clinic

Saturday

Fitness Center

Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

11 a.m.................Seventh Day Adventist

Open 24 Hours

Saturday 9 a.m. - noon

8 p.m..................................Catholic Mass

Fitness

Mini Chapel (Bldg. 24F)

Victory Main Post Office
Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-5 p.m.

Post-Deployment Health Briefings

Sunday

Saturday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday 1 p.m.

8:00 a.m.........Eastern Orthodox Divine
Liturgy

Sunday 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Pharmacy

9:30 a.m......................Breaking of Bread
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Baghdad in History…
Euclid, and Pythagoras. The House of
Wisdom was home to, among others, the
most famous mathematician of the time: AlKhawarizmi, the "father" of algebra (which
is named after his book "Kitab al-Jabr").
When the Dark Ages fell across
Europe, Baghdad shone with vibrant and
diverse civilization. It was known as the
world's richest and most intellectual city of
the time, and was second in size only to
Constantinople (modern day Istanbul, Turkey).
Capital of Islam… In about 762 A.D., the
Abbasid dynasty (“caliphs” or rulers descended from the prophet Mohammed)
took over the vast Muslim world and moved
the capital to the newly-founded city of
Baghdad. Over the next five centuries, the
city would become the world's center
of education and culture. This period of
glory has become known as the "Golden
Age" of Islamic civilization.

After 500 years, however, problems
arose: partly natural (vast flooding and
fires), and partly human-made (rivalry between Shia and Sunni Muslims, internal
security problems).

City of scholars... In the Golden Age,
Muslim scholars made important contributions in both the sciences and humanities: medicine, mathematics, astronomy,
The city of Baghdad was devastated
chemistry, literature, and more. Baghdad
by
the
Mongols in 1258 A.D. The Tigris
became a city of museums, hospitals, liand Euphrates Rivers reportedly ran red,
braries and mosques.
with the blood of thousands of scholars (a
reported 100,000 of Baghdad's million resiInventor of Algebra … One of the most
dents were massacred). Many of the lifamous centers of learning was Bayt albraries, irrigation canals, and great historiHikmah (the House of Wisdom), which atcal treasures were looted and forever rutracted scholars from all over the world,
ined. The city began a long period of defrom many cultures and religcline, and has been torn by numerous wars
ions. Here, teachers and students worked
and battles that continue to this day (From
together to translate Greek manuscripts,
about.islam.com).
preserving them for all time. They studied
the works of Aristotle, Plato, Hippocrates,

Scenes from Baghdad

CSM Virgil Akins

Scenes from around
Baghdad: (clockwise
from top left) a chandelier in Al Faw Palace, a still-unfinished
mosque Saddam intended to be the largest in the world, 300th
MP BDE soldiers at TF
134 HQ, a cast head of
Saddam, a weather
tower in the International Zone, and a
view from Camp Prosperity.
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